Connect with refugees for engaging, immersive language practice or cultural exchange – anytime, anywhere.

Interested in bringing NaTakallam to your university? Contact us at universities@natakallam.com or aias@bu.edu

NaTakallam connects forcibly-displaced persons from the Middle East, Central Asia, Latin America, Africa with remote work opportunities, providing them with economic empowerment, purpose, and re-gained dignity. Displaced people have self-generated over $500,000 through their translation, language tutoring, classroom, and guest speaker work with NaTakallam.

NaTakallam partners with universities to bring affordable, interactive, refugee-led conversations, language learning, and cultural exchange to the classroom. Over 2,000 students at 100+ schools have used NaTakallam’s programs.
NaTakallam & American Institute of Afghanistan Studies University Programs

**Language instructors**
Integrate one-on-one online conversation practice in Dari, Farsi, or Pashto, into your language course. Students are paired with conversation partners to practice with outside the classroom. Conversation partners work with you to craft sessions that support your curriculum.

**Language learners**
**Independent** conversation practice in Dari, Farsi, or Pashto: Connect with a native speaker for authentic language practice - for independent learning. NaTakallam conversation partners are trained to deliver high quality language sessions to learners of any level.

**Anyone on campus**
**Virtual guest speaker** in English: Amplify refugee voices in your university. These one-time sessions invite a NaTakallam conversation partner to videoconference into classrooms for conversation, Q&A, and discussion on the impact that displacement has had on their life.

We are proud to provide scholarship funds for students and universities that need financial assistance.